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NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF PARABOLIC 
INTEGRO-DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS BY THE 

DISCONTINUOUS GALERKIN METHOD 

STIG LARSSON, VIDAR THOMEE, AND LARS B. AVAHLBIN 

ABSTRACT. The numerical solution of a parabolic equation with memory is 
considered. The equation is first discretized in time by means of the discontin- 
uous Galerkin method with piecewise constant or piecewise linear approximat- 
ing functions. The analysis presented allows variable time steps which, as will 
be shown, can then efficiently be selected to match singularities in the solution 
induced by singularities in the kernel of the memory term or by nonsmooth 
initial data. The combination with finite element discretization in space is also 
studied. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Let H be a separable Hilbert space and assume that A is a linear, selfadjoint, 
positive definite, not necessarily bounded operator, with compact inverse, defined 
in D(A) C H, and that, for 0 < s < t < T, B(t, s) is a linear operator in H with 
D(B(t, s)) D D(A). Consider the initial value problem 

t 
(1.) Ut + Au + j B(t, s)u(s) ds =f, for t E (O, T], with u(O) =uo, 

where f = f (t), u = u(t), Ut = du/dt. Setting llvllp = IJAP/2vII = (APv, v)1/2, where 
fl is the norm and (,.) the the inner product in H, we assume throughout the 

paper that the operator A dominates B(t, s) in the sense that, for some a E (0,1], 

(1.2) j(B(t,s)v,w)j < C(t-s) '-111vIlp I w lq, p =0,1,2, p+ q =2. 

For 0 < a < 1, (1.2) reflects a weakly singular behavior of B(t, s). When a = 1 we 
shall sometimes assume that an appropriate number of derivatives of B(t, s) exist 
and are also dominated by A; in this case we refer to B(t, s) as a "smooth kernel". 

In the applications that we have in mind, either A is an elliptic second order 
differential operator in a bounded domain Q C Rd with homogeneous Dirichlet 
boundary conditions, and B(t, s) is a second order differential operator, or else A 
and B(t, s) are discrete analogs of such operators, arising from a finite element 
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discretization in the spatial variables. Our abstract framework makes it possible to 
treat these cases simultaneously. In the differential operators case, (1.2) amounts 
to elliptic regularity, plus a bound for the coefficients of B(t, s). The problem 
considered may, e.g., be thought of as a model problem occurring in the theory of 
heat conduction in materials with memory, cf. [3]. Equations with weakly singular 
kernels occur in [7], [9], [10]. For other references, see, e.g., [16]. 

We shall consider the approximate solution of (1.1) by means of the discon- 
tinuous Galerkin method (cf. [4], [5]), which we shall define below in the present 
context. When A and B(t, s) are differential operators, we shall consider also the 
discretization in space by finite elements, which will then define a fully discrete 
method for (1.1) in this case. 

For earlier work on discretization in time or space, or both, of equations such 
as (1.1), see, e.g., [1], [2], [8], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17]. As we shall 
see in Section 5, a weakly singular kernel in the memory term typically leads to a 
singularity in the solution (with respect to time), as do nonsmooth initial data. It is 
hence of interest that the discontinuous Galerkin method, as compared to standard 
finite difference methods in time, facilitates the analysis of variable time steps and, 
also, accepts lower regularity of solutions. These advantages of the discontinuous 
Galerkin method are well known in the context of standard parabolic problems, cf. 
[4], [5]. However, we point out that our analysis in this paper does not take into 
account numerical approximation of certain integrals occurring. 

To define our time stepping method, let 0 to < tL < ...< t?, < < T be a 
partition of the interval [0, T], and define In, (t_-i, t72), kn2 = tn - t". Further 
let VN = VNq, for tN E (0, T], denote the set of scalar functions on [0, tN], which, 
for n = 1, ... , N, reduce to polynomials of degree less than q on In with q = 1 or 2. 
We shall work with functions in WVN -VN 0 D(Al/2); in the differential operator 
applications these are functions of (x, t) E Q x [0, tN], which are either piecewise 
constant or piecewise linear in time, not necessarily continuous at the nodes of the 
partition. 

Letting A(v, w) and B(t, s; v, w) denote the natural bilinear forms on D(A'/2) 
generated by (Av, w) and (B(t, s)v, w), respectively, we set, for piecewise smooth 
functions V, W, with [V]n = V+- V,V = limt,t,? V(t) denoting jump terms, 

N 

GN(V, W) = E J (Vt(t)I W(t)) + A(V(t), W(t)) 
(1.3) n=N 1z 

t N-1 
+1 JB(t, s; V(s), W(t)) ds) dt + > ([V]7n W+) + (Vo, WO ). 

2n=1 

For B(t, s) _ 0 we recognize the bilinear form used in the analysis of the discontin- 
uous Galerkin method for a parabolic differential equation. 

Multiplication in H of (1.1) by X and integration over (0, tN) show that the 
exact solution satisfies 

stN 

GN(U, X) = (uoI XO+) + J (f (t), X(t)) dt, VX E VVN. 

The numerical approximation U E WVN is now defined by 

(tN 

(1.4) GN(U, X) = (UOix XO) + | (f (t),I X (t)) dt, VX E WVN. 
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We note that this is a time stepping scheme, which determines U successively on 
In for n = 1, ... , N, when it! is known on [0, tn-1), from 

j ((UtI X) + A(U, X) + j B(-, s; U(s), X) ds) dt + (U+_1, X+1) 

/s /s />~~tn-1 

= (Un-l, X&+_l) + ] (f X) dt-J B(, s; U(s), X) ds dt, VX E VN, 
In In? 

where U7 = uo. The uniqueness of U follows by Gronwall's lemma provided that 

k = maxn kn is small enough (which we shall assume in the sequel without specific 

mention), cf. the stability estimate (3.2) in Theorem 3.1 below. The existence in 

the case B(t, s) -0 follows from the uniqueness since, using the eigenspaces of A, 

(1.1) can then be reduced to finite dimensional problems. For B(t, s) 0 0 and k 

small, the problem may be thought of as a small perturbation of the problem with 

B(t, s)- 0, which may be solved by the contraction mapping theorem. 

We note that U - u satisfies the "orthogonality" condition 

(1.5) GN(U-U,X)=0O, VXE1VN. 

Our first error estimate is now as follows. Here and below we set 

191-n = sup llg(t)|| and jgjp,I,n = sup llg(t)Ilp. 
In In 

We shall often also use the analogous notation IYKIN and IgIp,JN, where JN = (0, tN), 

and write Dt for d/dt. 

Theorem 1.1. Let U and u be the solutions of (1.4) and (1.1). Then there exists 
a constant C = C(T) such that, for tN E [0, T], 

N 

{U UIIN < CkqIDqUaIN + C E kn q1D7q2,IU 

n=1 

In particular, this error bound is of order O(kq) for a smooth solution u. 

Although the error bound derived in Theorem 1.1 does point at the interplay 

between the regularity of u and good choices of the time steps, it has a form which 

makes an explicit choice difficult. For this reason we now present an estimate where 

the 11-norm in time has been replaced by a maximum norm. Here and below, we 

denote LN = (1 + 10g(tN/kN))l/2, which is of moderate size compared to 1/kN, 
and we shall always assume the mesh ratio condition kn/kn+l < w, for n > 1. 

Theorem 1.2. Let U and u be the solutions of ( 1.4) and (1.1). Then there exists 
a constant C = C(T) such that, for tN E [O, T], 

IHUV U(t-N)f < CLN max (kqjD qUlI) 

When q = 2 it is clear that if we interpolate linearly in In between Un- 1 and Un- 
we will obtain an approximation for u(t) on all of In with the same error bound as 

in Theorem 1.2; for a smooth solution this thus shows a global second order error 

bound. We shall next give a result for the piecewise linear case, which shows that 

then (under appropriate smoothness assumptions) the error in the nodal value UN 
is of superconvergent third order in k. 
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Theorem 1.3. Let q = 2 and let U and u be the solutions of (1.4) and (1.1). If 
either B(t, s) is smooth and such that also Bt(t, s) is dominated by A, or if B(t, s) is 
of convolution type, i.e., B(t, s) = B(t -s), then there exists a constant C = C(T) 
such that, for tN E [O, T], 

IJUNV U(tN) 11 < CLN lma<x (0 jD2U 12,TJ 

We remark that in the quantities such as kq lD7qUa- appearing in Theorems 1.1- 
1.3, the number q may be replaced by any m with 0 < m < q; with the proper 
interpretation m may also be fractional. Note also that, in all of our results, the 
variable tN is allowed to vary in the interval [0, T]. Due to the use of Gronwall's 
lemma, the quantities C(T) in our estimates grow rapidly as T increases, cf. [13]. 

The proofs of our error estimates will be carried out by energy arguments; for 
Theorems 1.2 and 1.3. they will depend on the following stability result for the dual 
problem to (1.4) with f = 0. 

Theorem 1.4. Let tN E [0, T] and let Z E WVN be given by 

(1.6) GN (X, Z) = (XN, P), i X E WVN, 
where so E H. Then there exists a constant C = C(T) such that 

IZIJN < Cholk 

and, with [Z]N = - ZK, 
N 

S ( j; (HjZt| + jjZj2) dt + |[Z]n|) < CLN jpH. 
n=1 n 

Note that (1.6) is a discrete version of the backward evolution problem 

(1.7) -Zt + Az + j B*(s, t)z(s) ds = 0, for t E (0, tN), with z(tN) = , 

where B*(s, t) is the adjoint of B(s, t). The proof of Theorem 1.4 is carried out in 
Theorem 3.1 for a related forward equation of the form (1.4) with uo = , f = 0. It 
is known that Theorem 1.4 holds in the case that B(t, s) 0 O, i.e., when no memory 
term is present (see [4], Lemma 6.1). In our case we therefore write the solution in 
the form U = V + W, where V is the solution for B(t, s) 0 O. It then remains to 
show the estimates of Theorem 1.4 for W, which satisfies 

N N-1 

Ez ((Wt, X) + A(W, X)) dt + E ([W]n XAj) + (Wo, XO8) 
n=1 In n=1 

rtN rt 

- JtN J B(., s; U(s), X) ds dt, VX E WVN. 

The main part of the proof now consists in showing 
rtN 

(1.8) jtN HWH2dt < C(T)jpjj. 

When B(t, s) is smooth, and also for singular kernels with a > 4 this follows at once 
from showing that IIWI12 is square integrable in time, which is proved by a simple 
energy argument. For a < 2 more technical and somewhat lengthy considerations 
show that tV1lW(t) 12 is square integrable with -y < 2, which again implies (1.8). 
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We next give some simple examples of how Theorems 1.1-1.3 apply, particularly 
with reference to the regulaiity of the solution and the choice of the time steps. We 
start with B(t, s) smooth. Then Theorem 1.1 shows a O(kq) error bound provided 

D qu(t) 12 is bounded, whereas Theorem 1.2 gives O(LNkq), assuming only that 

JID7qu(t) is bounded. Conditions on uo and f for such properties to hold are given 
in [17], Theorem 2.3. In particular, for the homogeneous equation (f = 0), when 
q = 1, the requirements are uo E D(A2) and uo E D(A), respectively, and when 
q = 2, additionally that (A 2- B(O, 0))uo E D(A) and uo E D(A2), respectively. In 
these cases there are, a priori, no pressing reasons to use variable time steps. 

Consider then the limited regularity case when uo E D(A) only, still with B(t, s) 
smooth and f = 0. It may then be shown, using the techniques in [14], [15], that 

(1.9) IaUt(t) 1 + aIU(t) 12 + tIlUtt(t) + tllut(t) 12 + t2 IUtt(t) 12 < Co: t E (O,T], 

so that the bounds for the higher derivatives are singular at t = 0. Then, in the 
piecewise constant case, Theorem 1.1 together with (1.9) shows 

N 

(1.10) U-a IN ? CCO(kN+kl +Ek t2It ) < CCoL 2k 
n=2 

(we always assume that k,, is chosen so that kn < tn-1, for n > 2), while Theo- 
rem 1.2 similarly gives the slightly smaller bound 

(1.11) IUV- U(tN)|| < CCoLN max kn= CCOLNk. 
1<ni<N 

For piecewise linear functions Theorem 1.2 gives 

(1.12) IIU- U(tN)|| < CCOLN (k + max (k2/tn-1) \ 2<ri<N n 

while Theorem 1.3 shows the higher order estimate 

(1.13) U t - (tN)|1 < CCOLN (k1 + 2ma<xn(kN/t 1)) 

Let us now turn to the case of a weakly singular kernel, which, as already noted, 
accounts for much of our technical analysis in this paper. We start with the special 
case of a kernel of the form B(t, s) = (t - s) 1- B and, assume first that uo E D(A) 
only (and that f = 0). As we shall see below in Section 5, the estimates of (1.9) 
still hold, except the one for IjUttII2, and hence (1.10), (1.11), and (1.12) remain 
valid. As for Theorem 1.3, if B = A and if uo E D(A2+c), then IlUtt(t)112 < Ct-1, 
and an analysis similar to the above is easily furnished. 

We shall see below that, in fact, the second derivatives deteriorate near t = 0, 
no matter how smooth the initial data uo are. If uo E D(Al+c), then lautt(t)Il < 
Ct-1 (and a E C (JN,L2)) so that, for piecewise linear functions, we have by 
Theorem 1.2 (with a fractional power of k1 on 11), 

(1.14) | UN -aU(tN) ?1 < CCoLN (kl + max (k 2I? )) 

Estimates like (1.13) and (1.14) give guidelines on how to choose suitable mesh 
refinements. For instance, with T = tM = 1, choosing the time levels by tn = 

we find kn ryM- 1lt$jl1)/y. Then taking -y = 3 we find 
from (1.13) that UK -U(tN)l < CCoLNM-3 for N < M: while -y = 2/(1 + a), in 
(1.14) gives IIUK - U(tN)II < CCOLNM2. 
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We next consider the case when A and B(t, s) are differential operators of the 
form described above, and take H = L2(Q). We shall then study a fully discrete 
method combining time stepping by the discrete Galerkin method introduced above 
with the use of finite elements for the approximation in the spatial variables. We 
assume that we are given a family of finite dimensional spaces Sh C Ho (Q) such 
that there is a positive integer r, the order of accuracy of {Sh}, such that, with 
HP = HP(Q) the standard L2-based Sobolev spaces, 

(1.15) inf (liv - xIl + hJlV(v - x)Il) < ChPIlv1HP, 1 < p < r, V e HP n Ho'. 
XCSh 

The approximation U of the solution of (1.1) is now sought in )IVN,h VN (0 Sh 
from 

stN 

(1.16) GN(U, X) = (Uoh X XO?) + j(fjX)dt VX E X VN,h, 

with GN(, ) defined as above, and where LOh E Sh is a given approximation to uo. 
The error equation is in this case, cf. (1.5), 

(1.17) GN(U-U,X) =(uOh-uo,X ), VXEl/VN,h. 

In particular, the right-hand side vanishes if uOh = Phuo, where Ph denotes the 
L2-projection onto Sh. 

As examples of results in this case we shall present analogs of Theorems 1.2 and 
1.3 above. In both cases our proofs will involve domination for discrete analogs of 
A and B(t, s). We therefore make the following assumption, which will serve to 
transfer domination, i.e., (1.2) from the continuous to the discrete case: Either 

(1.18) B(t, s) = b(t, s)A + Ao(t, s), 

where b(t, s) is a scalar function and Ao(t, s) is a differential operator of at most 
first order, or the finite element spaces have an inverse property 

(1.19) IIXI?0 < Ch-111XII, VX E Sh. 

Theorem 1.5. Let U and u be the solutions of (1.16) and (1.1), respectively, 
and assume that (1.15) and (1.18) or (1.19) holds. Then there exists a constant 
C = C(T) such that, for tN E [O, T], 

||U - U(tLN)I < CLN (IlOh - UOII + hP sup fIU(t) )HP + max (kD 
q 

)). 
0<t<tN _<< _ 

Theorem 1.6. Let q = 2, let U and u be the solutions of (1.16) and (1.1), and 
assume that (1.15) and (1.18) or (1.19) holds. If B(t,s) is smooth and such that 
also Bt (t, s) and Btt (t, s) are dominated by A, then there exists a constant C = C(T) 
such that, for tN E [O, T], 

IUV- U(tN)Il < CLN (HlUoh - UOZ + hP sup HIU(t)HIHP 

V 0<~~Ot?tN 

+ max {k(3 Z UD1tu2,In + ,, U12f ds) }) 
The plan of the paper is as follows: In Section 2 we show the error estimates of 

Theorems 1.1-1.3, assuming the stability result of Theorem 1.4, which is proved in 
Section 3. The completely discrete case with finite elements in the spatial variables 
is analyzed in Section 4 and some examples of the use of the error estimates are 
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given. Finally, some examples of regularity results of the type used above are shown 
in Section 5. Some technical lemmas are collected in Section 6. 

We finally remark that on several occasions we claim existence of solutions of 
our problems in specified functions spaces, as a result of the corresponding a priori 
estimates. Such results can be justified using the Faedo-Galerkin method based on 
eigenvector expansions associated with the operator A, cf., e.g., [2], Theorem 1, for 
an example in the context of integro-differential equations. 

2. PROOFS OF THE ERROR ESTIMATES 

In this section we prove the error estimates of Theorems 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3. The 
proofs of the latter two results are based on the stability estimates of Theorem 1.4. 
In all of the proofs we use the linear interpolation operator H, which maps smooth 
functions of t onto VN, and which is defined, for n = 1, ... , N, by 

(Hg) =[g(tnl), if q = 1, 2, and j (Hg)(t)Idt = g(t) dt, if q2. n ~ ~ ~ n In, 

Then HI approximates the identity operator to order q, i.e., 

(2.1) Hg-g_ < Ck' D gjlI, for O < m < q. 

Note in particular the case m = 0, which means that HI is stable with respect to 

I- |In Writing 

U-u= (U -IHu) + (-lu-u) -+r1, 

we thus have access to bounds for rq. For the other term 0 E VN we note that the 
"orthogonality" relation (1.5) yields 

GN(0, X) = -GN(?], X), VX E WN, 

where, by integration by parts in definition (1.3), 

N 

GN(V, W) =Xu (- (V, Wt) + A(V, W) + B (, s; V(s), W) ds dt 
(2.2) n 

N-1 

- Zg (Vn v [W]n) + (VN, WN) 
n=lI 

Using also the defining properties of H, we conclude that 0 E WVN satisfies the 
equation 

ftN t 

(2.3) GN(O, X) -] (A (r1 X) +1 B (., s; q (s), X) ds) dit VX e 1/VN. 

Proof of Theorem 1.1. By (2.1), rq is bounded as desired. To estimate 0 we choose 
X = 0 in (2.3), and after a simple calculation we obtain 

N-1 tN tN 

121011 ? + Z110f112 + 
I 

E I[0]2n1l2?+ ]110112dt -] A( 0)dt 
n=lI 

(2.4) rtN Ft rtN rt 

(2.4) - j B(s; r(s), 0) ds dt - j B(, s; 0(s), 0) ds dt 

-R1 + R2 + R3. 
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Here, Rf1 < r II'qII2dt 0IJN, and, by assumption (1.2) and a change of order of 
integration, 

ptN pt ptN 

R2 

o< 

c (t- 

S)?t1l 
I'(S)II2ds 110(t)|I dt < C J 11 2dt I0 IJN 

Further, using also Schwarz' inequality and in the last step the technical estimate of 
Lemma 6.3 (with 6 0 O), combined with the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality, 
we have 

R3 < C f (t - s)- 110(s) 1 Ids 110(t) 11, dt 

< c( o (J (t - s) -11l0(s) 1 ds) dt) O ll2 dt) 

rtN rt ot 

<c I ( -t-11 l0(S)Il2 ds dt+ 21 1101112dt. 

Clearly, since q = 1, 2, we have (recall that IVIJN = SUPtG(tN) |IV(t)I) 
mJN ax ? (10 11 + 0 I) < 2 1max 107 11 + max [0] + 

1<ni<N rI<<N 1<ni<N-1 

and hence 
N-1 

1012N < C max 110-n112 + E 112]ni + 110 112) JN I<<NCm7 ( 2? >3 [0]n 2?o2 
n=I1 

We therefore conclude from (2.4) and the above that 
tN ptN 2 ptN rt 

SJN + jt 0Idt < C( J II krl2 dt) +C it(tN -t)a-j 0 ds dt. 

Denoting the left side by ON and the first term on the right by aN, we have, since 
t < tn for t e In, 

ON < aN + N7E (tN -t)1 dt j 0 1102 ds 

N 

aN + C E j(tN t) dt On, 

Using a variant of Gronwall's lemma (Lemma 6.4 below) and (2.1), we find 

tN N N 

IOIJN < C / ll71l2dt < CEknI(VH-I)t2,in < C Ek IMD?t 2, i?. 
n=1 n=1 

Since U-u = 0 + r, this completes the proof. D 

Proof of Theorem 1.2. We shall estimate UN - U(tN) by duality. Let Z be the 
solution of (1.6) with 11911 1. Since rj7N 0 we have 

(UN -U(tN), (p) = (0k, (p) = GN(O, Z), 

so that, in view of (2.3), 

(2.5) (UK - U(tN), p0) - t (A(,ql Z) + j B(., s; rj(s), Z) ds) dt. 
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Using assumption (1.2) and Theorem 1.4, we obtain 

stN 

(UN -u(tN)i(p) < C|r1 JN | |Z1 2 dt < CLNl IT JN, 

which proves the theorem. D 

Proof of Theorem 1.3. Again we use the error representation (2.5) and Theorem 1.4. 
Switching the order of integration in the memory term in (2.5) yields 

rtN stN 

(UN- U(tN), WP) A-J (A(, Z) + J B(s, t; rj(t), Z(s)) ds) dt 

tN tN N 

=- 1 (Ar7(t), Z(t) + A-lB*(s,t)Z(s)ds) dt=- (Ar1IK)dt 
n=1 

where 
otN 

K(t) = Z(t) + j A-lB*(s, t)Z(s) ds. 

t Since rj is orthogonal to constants (recall that q =2), we have 

j(Am, K) dt j (A7(t) KI> +j Kt ds) dt < k7 IKtl ds. 

Hence 
N 

UU-z(tN), ~p) I1<max (kn rq I2,1)n 3 lKt cIIt. I<n<N I 

Since r= Hlu - u may be estimated by (2.1), it remains to prove 

N 

(2.6) E IlKtll dt < CLN. 
n=1 I 

If B(t, s) is smooth, then, for t E In, 

otN 

Kt(t) = Zt(t) - A-1B* (t, t)Z(t) + j A-1B*(s, t)Z(s) ds. 

We note that (1.2) gives IIA-lB*(t,t)ll < C and similarly, under our present as- 
sumptions, IIA1B'* (s, t) 1 < C, and hence (2.6) easily follows from Theorem 1.4. 

If the kernel is of convolution type with B(t, s) = B(t - s), then 

rtN rtN-t 

K(t) = Z(t) + A-1 B*(s - t)Z(s) ds = Z(t) + A`1 B*(s)Z(s + t) ds. 

It follows by a direct calculation that K is differentiable for t :& tn, n = O , N. 
In fact, for t e In, we have 

Kt(t) Zt(t) + A-1 (j' B*(s - t)Zt(s) ds + B*(t - t)[Z]l - b(tN - t)ZN), 
l=n 

where Zt denotes the piecewise constant function obtained by differentiation of Z, 
and the sum is empty if n = N. Noting that (1.2) implies IIA-lB*(t)ll < Cte-, 
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we get 

N tN tN tN 

E liKtll dt< j l Ztll dt + f (s - t)ce1 flZt(s)fl dsdt 

N-1 N-1 tN 

+ c ( J - (t -t) dt 11 [Z]l 11 + CJ (tN -t)a- dt ||Z- 11 

and after changing the order of integration and summation, 
N tN N-1 1 

E J IIKt dt < C |lZt 1 dt + c [Z]l11 E f(t -t)a1 dt + CIIZNII 

n=1 n1 ?n1=1 
tN N-i 

< 
,t Iltl dt + E ll [ ]nll + IIZVI N I 

ni=1 

which proves (2.6) and thus completes the proof. D] 

3. STABILITY 

The object of this section is to prove our main stability result, Theorem 1.4, 
for the backward evolution problem (1.6). It is convenient to carry out the proof 
for a related forward problem obtained by a change of variable t tN - t. More 
precisely, setting z(t) = Z(tN - t) in (1.7) yields 

t 

Zt + Az + j B(t, s)z(s) ds = 0, t e (0, tN); z(0) 

where B(t, s) = B*(tN - s, tN - t). A similar consideration applies to (1.6), which 
is thus equivalent to a forward problem of the form (1.4) with f = 0, u0 = , 
with a different kernel, namely B(t, s), and a reversed mesh. By noting that B(t, s) 
satisfies (1.2), and inverting the mesh ratio condition, we see that Theorem 1.4 
follows from the following theorem, where LN = (1 + log(tN/k1))1/2. 

Theorem 3.1. Let tN e [0, T] and let U e WVN be defined by 

(3.1) GN(U,X) = (Q,XO ), VX e VN, 

where fo e H. Then there exists a constant C = C(T) such that 

(3.2) IUIJN < CII(PIo, 

and, if kn+l/kn < w for n > 1, a constant C = C(T,w) such that, with [U]o 
UO+ - (p, 

N 

(3-3) ( ( IUtI + IIU2)dt +I[U]n-1I ) <?CLN |(,|. 
n=1 

We begin by proving (3.2). 

Proof of (3.2). With X = U in (3.1) we have 

N-1 tN 

2 + 2 ?IU +2 E 1[Uln] + fU dt 
n=1 0 

- tN rt 

=((p,UO+)- j B(t,s;U(s),U(t))dsdt 

Hence, since (p, UO+) = ( I 2 + 11UO+11 2 - [U]o 2), and in view of (1.2), we get 
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N-1 tN 

|Uj|2 + E Il[U]n12 + 2 IIUI12 dt 
n=O 

tN t 

? II(P 2+I2 j IIU(t) 1 j(t - s)-IIU(s) II1 dsdt 

otN otN ot 2 
? II(I2 + IIUI12dt+Cj (t -s)C IU(s)II ds) dt. 

By application of Lemma 6.3 to the last term we obtain 
N-1 tN 

IIUK ?Z + E 11[Un2?] + J IUI12 dt 
n=O 

tN t 

< II(PI2 + CTcJ (tN - t)e- j IU(s)112 dsdt, 

and Gronwall's lemma (Lemma 6.4) gives (as in the proof of Theorem 1.1) 

N-1 tN 

(3.4) |UK|12 + 11[U 2 + J |U12 dt < C(T) IIX 2. 
n=O 

Hence, we have estimated the nodal values UN in the desired way, and the proof 
will be complete once we have proved 

(3.5) j UtI dt<C(T)IoWl, for 1<n<N. 

In order to show (3.5) we take X(t) =(t-tn_ 1)Ut(t) for t C In, X(t) = 0 otherwise, 
in (3.1) to obtain 

J(t-tn-I)| Ut (t) 11 2 dt=- (t - tn7- A )(U (t) IUt (t)) dt 

(3 .6) Int 

J(t -tn-1)J B(t, s; U(s), Ut (t)) dsdt=_ R1+ R2. 

Here, for R1 we have, by means of an integration by parts and (3.4), 

RI -2 (t-tnl1)+ U(t) 2 UUn 2+ j U dt < C(T) 2 

For R2 we use (1.2), Schwarz' inequality, an inverse inequality, and Young's in- 
equality (Lemma 6.1), to obtain the estimate 

t2 

< Ck j J U ( dt ( j (t-s)c-1 U(s) IIds dt 
In? 

/W /~ ~ ~ ~~tn stn 

<of C UI12 dt + CT2cj IIUI12 dt < C(T) j|UI12 dt < C(T) III12 

Since Ut is constant on In, we have 

(3a7) hnIUtll dtt = 2 he (tb-etnea) t(t)se2.dt 

and hence the above estimates prove (3.5). FCH 
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The remaining result (3.3) will be proved by splitting U into two parts U 
V+W, where V C WN is defined by the purely parabolic discrete problem obtained 
by setting B = 0, i.e., VX C WN, 

N N-1 

(3.8) zJ ((vt,X)+A(V,X)) dt+ E ([V]n,I Xn)(V X+) - (Op x+). 
n=1 n=1 

For the "parabolic part" V of U we have the following result. In particular, (3.3) 
holds with U replaced by V. Recall that LN = (1+log(tN/k1))1/2 and kn+l/kn < w 
for n > 1. 

Lemma 3.1. With [V]o = V0+ - o we have, for the solution of (3.8), 

tN N 
2V + 2 ? V12 dt + E 11[V]n-1|2 = 2,(P11, 

n=1 

ard ztn(j (IIVt1 2 + lVI121)dt 
j 12 < C([)(]I12, 

Z((vn+ V) dt?+ k11[Vl)?n wLNI 

n=1 n 

and 

N 

E ( (jVtjj +jjVjj2) dt +jj|[Vn-1jj) < C(W-Njj(Pjj- 

We refer to Lemma 6.1 of [4] for the proof of this lemma. We now turn to the 
estimates for W which is the solution of 

N N-1 

E J (Wt x) + A(W, X)) dt + E ([W]n, Xn+ ) + (Wo+ I XO+) 
(3.9) n= In n=1 

rtN rt 

=-/ jN jB(t,s;U(s),X(t))dsdt, VX C WN. 

Our aim is to show first that 
otN 

(3.10) IIW12W2dt < C(T, W)LNp 

In the case of a smooth kernel (a = 1 in (1.2)), and also in the case of a singular 
kernel with a > 2 this will follow at once from 

rtN 

(3.11) j ||W2 dt < C(T)L2f I11S 2I 

which we shall derive in a simple way in Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3. Since, as follows from 
the discussion in Section 5 below, IIw 12 = O(t-1) where w is the continuous in 
time analog of W, we do not expect (3.11) to hold for a < 2 and we shall therefore 
show instead essentially that fYAW(t) C L2(JN, H), with -y < I which implies 
(3.10). We begin with the case of a smooth kernel. 

Lemma 3.2. Let W be the solution of (3.9). If B(t, s) is a smooth kernel, then 

jtN 

I IWI12T dt <zr CTj11 ._11 
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Proof. We shall show (3.11) which clearly implies the desired result. With X(t) 
AW(t) in (3.9) we have, by a straightforward calculation, 

N-1 tN 

I II|WN| 12 + 2IW IIW+ 1 3 [W]n 112l + ] II Wf12 dt 
n=1 

rtN rt 

=- f|N fB( s;U(s),AW)ds dt. 

Using the bound for B in (1.2) with a = 1, and Schwarz' inequality, the term on 
the right may be bounded by 

tN t tN tN t 2 

of IIW(t)112f IU(s)112dsdt < f 1WII2 dt+Cf (f IIU[I2ds) dt. 

Since U = V + W we hence have 
rtN otN 2 rtN t 

(3.12) f jWW}2 dt < CT(f Vl2 dt) +CTf i lWf12 dsdt. 

In view of Lemma 3.1 the first term on the right is bounded by C(T)L2 jkfl12, and 
by an obvious estimate for the second term, we now have 

tN N tn 
ftN IWIl2 dt < C(T)L 2 IIf1y2 + C(T) E3 (kn jIIWI2 dt) 

n=1 

The desired result now follows by the standard discrete Gronwall lemma. El 

Lemma 3.3. The conclusion of Lemma 3.2 remains valid if B(t, s) is weakly sin- 
gular with a > 2 

Proof. In this case we obtain instead of (3.12) 

rtN ptN pt 2 

fN I[Wj2 dt < C f (ft(t -s) ) 1V(s)H2 ds) dt 

rtN t 2 

+ C (ft(t - s)c-1IIW(s)112 ds) dt. 

Here, Young's inequality (Lemma 6.1) and Lemma 3.1 show that the first term is 
bounded by 

otN rtN 2 c f t2ce-2 dt (f jHVH12dt) < CT2a-l_L211(p12. 

For the second term we use Schwarz' inequality to obtain the bound 

N t 

CT2a-1 E kn I1 flWf12 ds. 
n=1 

The proof is again concluded by the standard Gronwall lemma. El 

The case of 0 < a < 1 is more involved and requires some preparations. In 
addition to the technical lemmas of Section 6, we shall need the following simple 
identity, where we use the piecewise constant function t -* t defined by 

(3.13) t = tn, for t C (tn-1,t]t 
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Lemma 3.4. If 6 E R, X E WVN, and Y(t) = P6X(t), with t defined in (3.13), 
then 

N N-1 

E J Xt(), Yt))dt + E ([X]n Yn+) + (XO+, YO+) 
n=I In n=I 

N-1 N-1 

= 2tl|IX|12 + Itl||X0+12 + N- ti 11) 2x E 
:t6+1_tlIX 1 12 

n=1 n=I 

Proof. This follows by a straightforward calculation using Y = t+1X+. El 

Lemma 3.5. Let W be the solution of (3.9). If B(t, s) is weakly singular with 
0 < o < 1, then we have 

otN 

tN ? dt < C(T)HyPf2 

Proof. With X(t) = t-2aW(t) in (3.9) we have, in view of Lemma 3.4, the bound 
for B in (1.2), and Schwarz' inequality, 

N-1 

ItK2aHIWKHI2 + it;:2cIIW6112 + 1 Ej t-2H[wW12 2 tN2?t IIWN 1 + 2 tI 2 ' n+I| [W]n 1 
n=1 

N-1 tN 

-? o h lWt)fl f n - + s tIU -2o)lI sWd(t)II2 dt 
tN ft 

= ft"' B(t, s; U(s), W(t)) ds dt 

rtN pt 
? C/ t^- IW(t) 1 J(t -s)`-l IU(s) II, ds dt 

rtN ftN ft 2 
? I j t-2a IIW(t) 112 dt + C (t_ (t -s)` [lU(s)III ds) dt. 

After deleting nonnegative terms on the left side we hence have 

ftN ^2aIIW(t)II2 dt < Co (t^ f (t - s)a-lIIU(s) III ds) dt. 

Recalling that U = V + W and t < t, we have by Lemmas 6.2 (1 = 2) and 3.1, 

ftN 2tN 

ca (t aJ,t- s) 
` 

lV(s)II, ds) dt < C IIVI12Idt < CII0112. 

Similarly, since s < tF, Lemma 6.3 (with 6 = 0) shows 

rtN t 2 
fN(F ft(t - s)a-1 IW(s)[1 ds) dt 

tN pt 2 
< f (ft(t-s)a-l(s-a;IIW(s)III) ds) dt 

(tN t 
< CTa e 

(tN -t)ce-I s^-? 1 s1 2ds dt. 
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Replacing t by t in the upper limit of the inner integral, we hence have 

jt 2 
o,1W(t)II2 dt < CHIP12 + CE (J; (tN - t)c1 dt jt s-2cJ W(s)112 ds), 

and the proof may be completed by Lemma 6.4. DH 

Lemma 3.6. The conclusion of Lemma 3.2 remains valid also if B(t, s) is weakly 
singular with 0 < a < 1 

-2 

Proof. Recall the assumption kn+?/kn < w for n > 1. This time we shall show 
tN 

(3.14) jtN r W(t)H1dt < C(T, )L N 2 

for I2-a < Y < I , from which the result obviously follows since 2'y < 1. Throughout 
this proof we use the abbreviation C = C(T, w). 

With X(t) = tThAW(t) in (3.9) we now have by Lemma 3.4 

N-1 tN 

2tN |W |1 +2tllw+l + 2 E n+lll[W]nl| 1,/ 2 |W()|dt 
n=I 

N-1 tN t 
1 
2 (t2n 

- t2-y) 2-f jt20 B(t, s; U(s), AW(t)) ds dt. 
n=I 

Using the bound for B in (1.2), and Schwarz' inequality, the last term on the right 
may be estimated by 

rtN rt 

Co rlW(t) 112 j(t - s))c- 1U(s) 112 ds dt 

ptN otN ot 2 

< 2 /0t IIW(t l2dt+ CJ t (t-)-lUsld)dt 

Hence, we have 

tN N-1 

f,/; r^27||w(t)112 dt < (tn+ -tn) wn I 

?0tN (ft) ? c i-(t J (t -S)O'-'IIV(S)112 dS dt 

?0tN (ft) ? t (t^ i- (t -S)O'- l lW(S) 11 2 ds) dt _RI + R2 + R3 . 

Here, by the inequality (1+x)27-1 < x for x > 0, and the assumption kn+I/kn < w, 

tn2+l- t-n (I + kn+I/tn)2 I < kn+tn ntn 

so that, by the inverse estimate knlWl I? CI IW dt, and Lemma 3.5, 

N-1 tN 

R1 < knt1- +2-yW12 < CT2ce+2y-l j -2o,11W(t)II2 dt < CHI(oPl2. 
n=I 

We now turn to R2, and note that 

(3.15) t^y < C((t - s)- + s1/2S-yl/2), for 0 < s < t. 
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This inequality clearly holds for s,t E h1 because s < s= t then. For t > t1 the 
inequality is obtained by combination of t < (1 +W)t, for t > tl, with the elementary 
inequality tC < (t - s)j + sl7, for 0 < s < t. In view of (3.15), we thus have 

R2 <? Cj (ft - S)'+'- IIV(s)112 ds) dt 

+ CT2+2' -1 ftN (t1/2Y f/(t -s)als^/2 (l/2HIV(s)112) ds) dt. 

Using first Young's inequality (Lemma 6.1) on the first term and Lemma 6.2 (with 
/3 = -y) on the second one, and then Lemma 3.1, we get 

R2 < CT2o+2^-1 ((f J V2dt) + jft ijjV(t)jj2 dt) < CL2 jII 2. 

For R3 we use the inequality ?CY < C((t - s)s-ys + s-), for 0 < s < t, whi-ch is 
proved in the same way as (3.15). Hence, by Lemma 6.3 (with 8 = -y and 8 = 0), 

R3 < c (f(t - s)e+'- -7s I IW(S) 112) ds) dt 

+ 
C 

(t 
- 

( S) -( 'lW(S)jj 2 ) 
dsd 

otN pt 

< CTe (tN - t)a-I | 

2fll1W(s)112 

ds dt. 

Replacing t by t in the upper limit of the inner integral, and recalling the estimates 
of R1 and R2, we now have, with C= C(T,w), 

ftN t '|IW(t)fl2 dt < CLNIkofl2 + C f(tN - t)-1 f S2y||W(S)jj2 dsdt, n=I In 

and the proof is completed by Lemma 6.4. El 

Altogether, from Lemmas 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.6, we infer that 
rt 

(3.16) fJt IUI2 dt < C(Tw)LNlpfl. 

To complete the proof of Theorem 3.1 it remains to show the following. 

Lemma 3.7. Let U and p satisfy (3.1). Then 

N 

E (f flUtf dt+?j[U]n1 <C(T,W)LNI1RNf.- 

n=1 n 

Proof. First, (3.6) and (1.2) imply 

( (t-tn-UC) ||(Ut)(t) 112 dt 

< knlUtlIna/ JJU112 dt +C t 2(t-S)?'-'IIU(8)112dsdt) 
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In view of (3.7), and k IUt II < C Ut dt, we obtain 

(3.17) j Utll dt<C(j JJU112dt+ j j(t -s)1 lU(s)JJ2dsdt), 

and the estimate of Ut follows from (3.16) by a change of order of integration. 
Finally, taking X(t) = [U]n1 for t C In, X(t) = 0 otherwise, in (3.1), we get 

,t 

|| [U]nI2 -] (Ut(t)? AU(t)[U]n1) dt-] ] B(t, s; U(s), [U],n-1) ds dt 

< |[U]nll ( ( IUt || + I|U 12) dt + c (t-s)ca-1 lU(s)JJ2 ds dt), 

and the estimate of [U]n-I follows from (3.16) and (3.17). DH 

4. THE COMPLETELY DISCRETE METHOD 

In this section we consider the completely discrete method for solving (1.1) using 
the discontinuous Galerkin method for the discretization in time, combined with 
finite element approximation in space, and prove Theorems 1.5 and 1.6. Thus we 
now assume H = L2(Q), and that A and B(t, s) are partial differential operators 
of the form described in Section 1, and that Sh C Ho(Q) satisfies (1.15). The 
completely discrete solution is now defined by (1.16). 

We begin by introducing discrete analogs Ah, Bh(t, s): Sh -* Sh of A, B(t, s) by 

(4.1) (Ah+, X) =A(0$, X), (Bh(t,s)>,X) =B(t,s;i/,X), VO/',X C Sh, 

and recall the following analog of (1.2). 

Lemma 4.1. Assume that (1. 2) holds and that either ( 1. 18) or ( 1. 19) is satisfied. 
Then, for Ah and Bh(t, s) defined in (4.1), for p = 0, 1, 2, p + q = 2, 

J(Bh(t,sS)>, X)J < C(t - s) IAP/2011 IIA q/2X1 VO/ X E Sh. 

Proof. This is a trivial modification of the proof in [17], pp. 142-143, where the 

case-of a smooth kernel B(t, s) was treated. DH 

In our analysis of the completely discrete method for (1.1) we introduce for the 

approximation in the spatial variable the Ritz-Volterra projection defined as the 

operator Vh: C([O, T], H1) -* C([O, T], Sh), given by 

t 

(4.2) A((Vhu - u)(t), X) + J B(t, s; (Vhu-u)(s), X) ds =O, VX E Sh. 

We note that for t = 0 (and for all t C [0,T] if B(t,s) 0 O), VhU reduces to the 

standard Ritz projection defined by 

A(Rhu-U, X) = 0, VX C Sh- 

Lemma 4.2. With VhU defined by (4.2) we have, for t C [0,T], 

II(VhU)(t) - U(t)1 < ChP( IU(t)||HP + j(t - S)1 u(s) JHP ds), for 1 < p < r. 

Proof. This is a minor modification of the proof given in [11], Proposition 2.2. DH 
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Proof of Theorem 1.5. As in the proof of Theorem 1.2 we shall use duality. Let 

pIWoI = 1, and let Z now be the solution of the spatially discrete analog of (1.6) 
(with )/VN replaced by WN,h). Further, let W = IVhu, where II is the interpolation 
operator defined in Section 2. Then we have 

(UN - U(tN), W) = (UN - WN, W) + (WK - U(tN),P) R + S. 

Here, using (1.6) and the error equation (1.17), 

R = GN(U- W, Z) = (UOh -uo, Z+) + GN(U- W, Z) R1 + R2, 

and hence by (2.2), [Z]N p - Z), and the definition of the Ritz-Volterra projec- 
tion, 

N 

R2 + S = E (- (u - W, Zt) + A(u - W, Z) 
n=I n 

t ~~~~~N 
B(.,s;(u-W)(s),Z)ds) dt-Z((u-W)X,[Z]n) 

n=I 
N 

=Ej (- (u-W,Zt)+A(Vhu-W,Z) 
n=I In 

+ joB(.,s;(Vhu-W)(s),Z)ds) dt-Z((U-W )n,[Z]n). 
n=l 

Application of Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 1.4 (with H = Sh, A replaced by Ah, and 

1 replaced by IlAh* 11) now shows 
N 

R2 + SI < IU-WIJN Z(j Zt 1 dt + K1 [Z)n 11 
n=I n 

rtN 

+ CiVhu-WIJN IlAhZIj dt 

< CLN(IU-WIJN + lVhu-WIJN). 

Here, in view of the stability of H (see (2.1) with m 0), we have 

|U-WIJN+ VhU-WIJN <C(I(H I)UIJN+ Vhu UIJN). 

Using also the obvious bound for RI together with (2.1) and Lemma 4.2, this 
completes the proof of the theorem. DH 

For the proof of Theorem 1.6 we shall also need the following estimate for the 
Ritz-Volterra projection, where 11 112 = IIA 11 as before. 

Lemma 4.3. Let B(t, s) be smooth with B(t, s), Bt(t, s), and Btt(t, s) dominated 
by A, and assume that either (1.18) or (1.19) hold. Then 

p 

IDPAh(Vhu)(t) C(> jID'u(t) 12 + IuH12ds), for p = 0,1,2. 
1=0 

Proof. Forp=0 we have by (4.2), for x C Sh, 

t 

(4 3) (Ah (VhU) (t),X) = (Au (t), X) + B B(t, s; (Vh u- u) (s), X)ds. 
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Taking X = Ah(Vhu)(t) and using Lemma 4.1 we get 
t rt 

jjAh(VhU)(t)Hj <? |U(t)112 + 01 |lAhVhull ds + C / UH12ds 

Gronwall's lemma then gives 

||Ah(VhU)(t)j <? C(H|U(t)112 + J 112ds) 

which is the desired result when p = 0. 
For p = 1 we have, by differentiating (4.3), 

(DtAh(Vhu)(t), X) (DtAu(t), X) + B(t, t; (Vhu - u)(t), X) 
t 

+ J Bt(t, s; (VhU - u)(s), X) ds, 

and the result clearly follows using the domination assumption for Bt (t, s) and its 
consequences for Bh,t(t, s) by Lemma 4.1. 

The case p = 2 obtains by further differentiation and similar arguments. D 

Proof of Theorem 1. 6. We consider again the representation for R2 + S in the proof 
of Theorem 1.5. Now we have, since Z(t) = Z+-_ + (t - t,-)Zt, and Vhu - W is 
orthogonal to the constants, cf. the proof of Theorem 1.3, 

JtN N 
A(Vhu - W, Z) dt = EJ (Ah(VhU - W)(t), (t - tn_1) Zt) dt 

< CLN max1 (kn|(HI-I)AhVhUjIn) 

We also have, again in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 1.3, 

tN o 

jtN j B(t, s; (Vhu - W)(s), Z(t)) dt < CLN max (kn(H -I)AhVhuIl) 

The right-hand sides of the latter inequalities are now estimated using Lemma 4.3. 

Also, using the properties of H, 

N 

- Z((-W u Z t) dt + ((U--W )n, [Zn)) 
n= l n 

N 

IE (u -I( Vhul, Zt) dt + ((U VhU)n, [Z]n)) 

< CLN|VhU-UIJN< CLNhT sup jIU(t)IIHI, 
O<t<tN 

and the proof is concluded as in Theorem 1.5. DH 

Corresponding to the examples given in the introduction we shall now give a few 

examples in the fully discrete context. We observe first that in the case of a smooth 

kernel B(t, s) and a smooth solution of (1.1), and with an appropriate choice of 

UOh, Theorems 1.5 and 1.6 show, for piecewise linear functions (q = 2), nodal error 

bounds of orders O(hT + k2) and O(hT + k3), respectively. 
We consider now the case of the homogeneous equation (f = 0) and initial data 

u0 "smooth" but not "higher order compatible" in the sense that uo 0 on OQ 

but Auo #& 0 on &Q. Let thus -y be an arbitrary number with -y < 4. Then Aa 

does not require boundary conditions, and therefore u0 C D(A-Y+l). It then also 
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follows from elliptic regularity that A'YB(t, s)A-1 is a bounded operator. By 
Corollary 5.1 below (trivially modified to the case of a smooth kernel), applied to 
the general differential equation case, we then have 

(4.4) 11U(t)j H2y+2 < C. 

Further, in the smooth kernel case, one may show that then utt(t) < CtC-' (and 
ut C CW(JN, L2)). Thus, from Theorem 1.5, in the smooth kernel case, for r > 2, 
q = 2, with Uoh appropriately chosen (recall the remark following Theorem 1.3), 

||UK - U(tN) 1 < CLN(h 2+2 + k y+ max (k2/tID)) 

Similarly, one may show that jjAutt(t)jj < CtT-2, so that, from Theorem 1.6, for 
r > 2, q = 2, 

IIUN - U(tN)II < CLN (h? + k y + max (k3/t2_)) 

In the case of a weakly singular kernel and uo C D(Al+?7), -y < 4, the blow-up 
of utt as t'- for small t may interfere with the above result. We still have (4.4) 
and also, with u = v + w, cf. Section 5, 1lwt(t)Jl < Ct , and 1lwtt(t)Jl < Ct-1. 
It is easily seen that then wt C C' (JN, L2). Furthermore, vt C C (JN, L2) and 
11vtt(t)jj < Ct7-1 so that ut C C0(JN,L2), where 3 = min(a,<y) and lutt(t)JI < 
Ct"1. We therefore obtain from Theorem 1.5, in the case r > 2, q = 2, 

I UN - U(tN) 11 < CLN (h y2 + k1 + max (k2 /tl1 )) I 2<n<NnnI 

5. SOME REGULARITY ESTIMATES IN THE WEAKLY SINGULAR CASE 

The purpose of this section is to elucidate the regularity properties in the weakly 
singular case by studying the example of a singular kernel of convolution type, 
B(t, s) = (t - s)1-B, where B is time independent, in the case of a homogeneous 
equation, i.e., f = 0. Information of the type we are presenting about the behavior 
of the solution for t near 0 was used in the introduction and Section 4 in discussing 
the application of our error estimates. 

For motivation, we consider first the problem 
t 

(5.1) ut + Au + (t-s)"1Au(s) ds = O, t > 0; u(O) = uo, 

i.e., the case B = A. The analysis may then be carried out by eigenvector expansion, 
and is reduced to the study of the scalar equation 

t 
(5.2) Y' + AY + A (t-s)1-'y(s) ds = O, t C (0, 1); y(O) = 1, 

where A is an eigenvalue of A. It may be seen that y(t) is bounded independently 
of A and continuous as t -> 0+ and hence ly'(t)I < CA. Differentiating, we find that 

t 

y" + Ay/ + At1-Iy(O) + A se-y '(t s) ds = 0, 

and it follows that 

(5.3) y"(t) At-1 + O(A2), as t -* 0+. 

Interpreted in terms of (5.1), this means that if uo C D(A2), then Iluttll = O(tce-l) 
as t -* 0, and that more regularity of u0 does not remove this singularity at t = 0. 
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For the purely parabolic problem, i.e., when B = 0, the solution is u(t) = E(t)uo, 
where E(t) = exp (-tA) is the analytic semigroup generated by -A, and 

(5.4) JID1E(t)uo2 < Ct1(k?2l)u01121, if u0 e D(A'), 0 < 1 < k + j, 

where 1 may also take on fractional values. (This estimate is also easy to prove 
by eigenvector expansion.) In particular, in the differential operator application, 
the solution has an arbitrary number of derivatives in both x and t for x C Q and 
t > 0. Note that the condition that u0 C D(A') incorporates various compatibility 
conditions of uo on &Q. 

In the case of a weakly singular kernel of the form B(t, s) = (t - s)c-1B, the 
solution u(t) may be written as u(t) = v(t) + w(t), where v(t) = E(t)uo, and where 
w(t) solves 

rt 

(5.5) Wt +AW - - J(t - s)-1Bu(s) ds, t > 0; w(O) = 0. 

Our aim is now to prove estimates for low order derivatives of w in the case that 
uo C D(A). Combined with (5.4) these yield estimates for u. More precisely, we 
shall show the following result which means, in particular, that our present case is 
no worse, with respect to singular behavior, than the case above when B = A. 

Theorem 5.1. If uo C D(A), then we have 

(5.6) ID1w(t)2 < Ct 3 + u011 2, for j = 0, 1, 0 < k +j < 2. 

We begin with two lemmas. 

Lemma 5.1. Let g(t) be a function with values in H satisfying 

(5.7) 11g(t)I < Coto'-' and IIg'(t)II < Cota-2. 

Then, with E(t) the semigroup generated by -A, we have 

JIF(t) 12 = IIAF(t)II < CCotc1e, where F(t) j E(t - s)g(s) ds. 

Proof. We have, since AE(u) -E'(u), 

t/2 t 
AF (t) AE(t - s)g(s) ds + (DsE(t - s))g(s) ds -R1 + R2 

I /2 

Here, by (5.4) and (5.7) 

t/2 

IIR1I < CCo j (t - s)-'so" ds < CCoto1-'. 

Integrating by parts, 
t 

R2 = g(t) - E(t/2)g(t/2) - E(t - s)g'(s) ds, 
t2 

and the desired result follows. [] 

Lemma 5.2. Let g(t) be a function with values in H. Then 

|/E(t-s) - (s-a) -1g(a) du ds 2< C/ (t - u)1 lg(a) du. 
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Proof. By a switch of order of integration and a change of variables we have 
rt S rt rt-a\ 

j E(t - s) j(s - a)? g(a) du ds = f ( E(t - a - w)w-1 dT) g(a) do. 

Application of Lemma 5.1 to the inner integral immediately proves the lemma. C 

Proof of Theorem 5.1. We begin with the case k 0 O, j = 1. Letting u = v + w on 
the right in (5.5) and using Duhamel's principle, 

rt rs 

w(t) - E(t - s) f(s - a)'-Bv(u) duds 
(5.8) O o 

E(t - s) Js - u)'-1Bw(a) du ds R1 + R2- 

Writing B - (BA-1)A, we have from Lemma 5.2 and (1.2) (the assumption that 
A dominates B) that 

rt 

1JR2112 < C (t - a)'-1lw(u9)jl2da. 

Further, by the boundedness of E(t) we have, again using Lemma 5.2, 

IIR1J12 j AE(t - s) f (s - u) (BA1)E(u)Auo du ds 

rt 
< c j(t - )al`lE(u)Auojl du < Ct'flluo112. 

Thus 
rt 

lIW(t)112 < Ctaflluo112 + Cj(t - U)'1 W((u)jj2 da, 

from which the result follows by Gronwall's lemma, cf. Lemma 1 in [2] and (6.1) 
below. 

We shall next show (5.6) in the case k = j = 1. Differentiating (5.5) we have 

(5.9) wtt + Awt =-to- aBuo - s 1But (t - s) ds. 

Setting u = v + w and noting that Aw(O) = 0 by the already proven case of (5.6) 
and hence wt(O) 0 O by (5.5), we have, by Duhamel's principle, 

rt 

wt(t) =-j E(t - s)s'-Buo ds 

rt os 

(5.10) - E(t - s) j(s - T) -`BEt (a)uo du ds 

- 

t 
E(t - s) j(s - a)'-lBwt(u) duds R1 + R2 + R3. 

By Lemma 5.1 and (1.2), we find 

IIR1 112 < Cta-11|lU0112- 

Further, for R2 we have 

[[R2 112 = j AE(t - s)BA-lg(s) ds 
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where, using that E'(u)uo = -E(u)Auo, 
st st 

g(t) j(t - s)'-1AE(s)Auo ds - j s -AE(t - s)Auo ds. 

We shall apply Lemma 5.1. By that lemma, IIg(t) I < Cto' lluo 112. For the estimate 
required for g'(t) we write 

g(t) ( + j )sa 1AE(t - s)Auo ds= g1 (t) + 92 (t). 

Here 
rt/2 

91 (t) (t/2)0-1AE(t/2)Auo - j s1-A2E(t - s)Auo ds, 

and clearly, using (5.4), jjg'(t)jj < Cta-2 IuO 2. Further, by integration by parts 
and a change of variables, we have 

t 

92 (t) = j scel DsE(t - s)Auo ds 
t/2 

st/2 

= to1-Auo - (t/2)e-1E(t/2)Auo - (a - 1) (t - s)-2E(s)Auo ds. 

Differentiating this expression with respect to time, and proceeding as for gj, gives 
the same bound for g9 as for g', namely, 11gj(t) 1 < Cta-2l uo112 We may then 
apply Lemma 5.1 to obtain 

1R2 112 < Ct? ||UO 112- 

Finally, from Lemma 5.2 and (1.2) we find 
t 

1JR3112 < C (t - 9)0-1 ||Wt(9)jj2da. 

Thus (5.10) gives 
t 

11wt(t) 112 < Cto1 Hluo 112 + C (t - o) -1H|wt(9)H2 da, 

and a variant of Gronwall's lemma, cf. Lemma 1 in [2], yields the desired estimate. 
We may now also easily treat the case j = 0, k = 2, i.e., estimate wtt by use of 

(5.9), splitting the last term on the right there as 

s ce- Bwt(t - s) ds + sa1 BE(t - s)Auo ds + scelBEt(t - s)uo ds. 

We then apply the result already derived for j k = 1 to estimate the first term 
and use integration by parts in the last. 

The case k = 1, j = 0 is treated in a similar fashion using (5.5). [] 

In our discussion at the end of Section 4 we also used the following: 

Corollary 5.1. Let -y < 4. If uo E D(A1'+-) and IIA'+7BA'-l-1 < C, then 

(5.11) IlU(t)112+2y < CJU0112+2y. 

Proof. This follows by applying Al+7 to (5.8), noting that (5.11) holds with u(t) 
replaced by v(t), and proceeding as before with the appropriate modifications. E] 
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Finally, we present a fact used in the discussion of Theorem 1.3 in the introduc- 
tion. 

Corollary 5.2. If B = A and u0 e D(A2?+), then 

lutt(t)112 ?< Ctcl llUo 1j4+2c 

Proof. By the discussion in the beginning of this section it suffices to show that for 
the solution of (5.2), 

Aly//(t)l < CA2tl 

Writing y = v + w = e-At + w we have by Theorem 5.1 (with H = R, B = A 
multiplication by A) that lw"(t)l < At-1. The appropriate bound for v follows 
from (5.4). D 

6. SOME TECHNICAL LEMMAS 

In this section we state and prove three inequalities and a variant of Gronwall's 
lemma, that we have used several times above. 

We begin with the following variant of Young's inequality, which follows at once 
by the standard Young's inequality for convolutions on R by extending the functions 
by 0 outside the interval [0, T]. 

Lemma 6.1. If fC L1([0,T]) and g C L2([0,T]), then 

(T (t 2 91/2 tT (T 2 1/2 

(f 

f f(t - s)g(s) ds) dt) 1/ if f(t) I dt( g2 (t) dt) / 

We continue with a special case of an inequality of Hardy, Littlewood and Polya, 
adapted from Theorem (6.20), p. 187, in [6]. 

Lemma 6.2. If a,/ 3> 0, , U (fI(i - t)?t'l1 dt), and f C L2([0,T]), then 

1T (t1/2-/;3 (t - s)- s'-1/2f(s) ds) dt < i'if f2(t) dt. 

Proof. With a = s/t we have 

t1/2 a'3 j(t - S) e S3 -/2f (s) ds = j(I - 1o/2d f(ta) du, 

and, by Minkowski's inequality for integrals (see [6], p. 186), 
(fT ( X (j1 - a)e-1U-1/2f (ta) du) dt) 

< 1 (fT ((1 - e)a-1 I-1/2f(ta)) 2dt) /2d 

fI - U.)c-1U/3-1/2 (fTf2(t) dt) /2du. 

Since fo f2(ta) dt < a-' fA f2(t) dt for 0 < a < 1, this proves the desired inequal- 
ity. El 

The following is a generalization of Lemma 2 in [2]. 
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Lemma 6.3. If a > 0 0 < 6 < I u f = ( -t)a+6-1t-26dt, and f E L2([0,T]), 
then 

1T (ft - s) +61 s-6f(s) ds) dt <? ITje (T - t)?1 JU f2(s) ds dt. 

Proof. By Schwarz' inequality we have 

(ju(t - s)+61s6f (s) ds) < j(t - s)+ 6Is26 ds j(t - s) 61f (s) ds, 

where, for 0 < s < t < T, 

rt 

j(t - T)e+6-1,-26 dw = 1tta-6 < ,tTa(t -s)-6. 

Hence 

1T (ft - S))e+61 s f (s) ds) dt < ifTf j j(t -s)-lf2(s) ds dt. 

The integral on the right side is equal to 

1T1 J-sa-T(t s) dsdt sa-c J f2(t- s) dtds 

- 

e- f2QrT) dTrds j(T - t)1 je- f2QrT) dw dt, 

which yields the desired result. [] 

A well known version of Gronwall's lemma states that if 0 and a are nonnegative 
functions with a increasing, then 

t 
(6.1) <4t) ? a(t) + K j(t - s)a-q(s) ds, for t c [0, T], 

implies 0q(t) < C(K, a, T)a(t), for t c [O IT] , 

cf. Lemma 1 in [2]. The following is a discrete version of this, that we have used 

repeatedly in our treatment of the case of a weakly singular kernel. We remind the 

reader that k = maXn kn. 

Lemma 6.4. Assume that 0 < ae < 1, K > O, ON, aN > 0, aN < aN+1 for N > 1, 
and 8 = Kk/7a < 1. If, for tN C (0, T], 

N 

(6.2) ON ?N a K wN5)fOnl where WNn j(tN - t)1 dt, 
n2=1n 

then 

ON < 0Q, K, a, T)aN, for tN c (0, T]. 

Proof. We begin by showing that, for 0 < a < 1, 3 > 0, we have 

N 

(6.3) S )N,ne) < CwN(,j+ j< N-1, 

n=3+l 
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where C = fo (1-t)3`-1tl` dt. This follows from the following calculation, where 
we employ the inequalities (tn -s)-1 K (t3-')l and s K t 

N N 

1(N) 2(e) < J (tN-t) (t-s) dt ds 
n=Z+l n=+l I n 

- j (jtN (tN - t)3 (t -S) )1 dt) ds 

< (J (tN- t)3-(t - s)-1 dt) ds 

C f (tN- s)0+fl? ds = CwN(J3) 
Ij~~~~N 

Next we note that, in view of the given inequality (6.2), 

N-1 

XN < aN +K (ce)N On + Kw(ce ON,N N > I. 5N<?aN+K &4E cNfl+n 4Nq5N, N1 
n=1 

Since Kw(e )- Kk/ale < 6, we get 

N-1 

(6.4) $N < (l-6 (aN + K 1 wen)o N > 1. 
n=1 

Then we prove, by induction, that, for 1 = 1, 2, ... 
N-i 

(6.5) ON < C(8, K, 1, , T) (aN + W 
WNq$n) n tN E (0 T]. 

n=1 

This is clearly true for 1 = 1. For the induction step we use (6.4) to get 

N-1 N-1 N-1 n-I 

N,n I)e)On < C(8, K, 1, ae, T) ( E 
Zu4 >n a? S ((l-1)c) ZJc &)) 

n=1 n=1 n=1 j=1 

where, to estimate the first term, we note that 

N-1 N-i 

S wNn 
) )an < ? , UNn ) aN = C(l,ac,T)aN, 

n=1 n=i 

and, by switching the order of summation and using (6.3), 

N-1 n-I N-2 N-1 N-1 

5 ((l 1)oD = z ( S W(( )c)(ce))2 < C(l,a) z N,) 0t. 
n=1 j=1 j=1 n=j+l j=1 

This proves (6.5). 
Finally, we choose 1 such that la -I > 0. Then UN )= fj, (tN - t)'lo-' dt < 

7-ce-1kn, so that (6.5) implies 

N-1 

ON < C(6, K, , T) (aN + E knn) tNC (0, T]. 
n= d 

The result now immediately follows by the standard discrete Gronwall lemma. FCH 
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